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RESUME:
11 est aujourd'hui communement admis que le systeme de base de donnees est un
element fondamental de l' architecture des systemes de CFAO (Conception et Fabrication
Assistees par Ordinateur).
Cependant, les bases de donnees techniques actuelles sont
frequemment utilisees comme de simples structures de stockage .de donnees pour alimenter
des programmes d'application faits sur mesure. 11 faut les ameliorer, surtout dans leur
interaction avec les utilisateurs, si on veut realiser de vrais systemes d' information
technique pour la CFAO de demain. De plus, le systeme sera d'autant mieux accepte par
ses utilisateurs si ses possibilites de communication s' averent simples, amicales et
efficaces.
Dans le but d' accomplir ces objectifs, divers moyens d' interaction avec la
base de donnees doivent et re reconsideres.
Dans cette communication, nous discutons
tour a tour les besoins en nouveaux types de donnees, en nouveaux modeles de donnees, en
nouveaux langages de donnees, en nouveaux outils pour la maintenance d' integri te des
donnees et la gestion de la concurrence des donnees, et en nouveaux interfaces.
ABSTRACT:
Today, it is commonly admitted that the database system is a fundamental
element of a CAD/CAM system architecture.
However, current engineering databases are
frequently used as simple structured data repository devices to feed application
tailored programs.
They need improvements, especially in their interaction with users,
to become real engineering information systems for tomorrow's CAD/CAM. Also, the whole
system will be much more acceptable to its users if its communication facilities are
simple, friendly, and efficient.
In order to accomplish these goals, several means of interaction with the
database must be reconsidered. In this paper, we successively discuss the needs for new
data types, new data models, new data languages, new tools for data integrity
maintenance and concurrency management, and new interface facilities.
KEYWORDS:
CAD/CAM, database management systems, interaction, data types, data models,
data languages, interface.

INTRODUCTION
A central problem in the design of
CAD/CAM systems concerns the database
since it appears to be the backbone of
CAD/CAM p ackages.
The database is the
means to link users and activities of the
design and manufacturing process[32J. It .
must contain a model and all specifications of the object being produced from
its early inceptions to its detailed
drawings, process plans, NC programs,
bills of material, and all information
necessar y to manufacture it.
Databases
ha v e greatly extended the possibilities
of CAD / CAM s y stems in man y wa y s (central
c ontrol o f data, data sharing facilit y ,
NR CC 2 1113

independence of data from application
programs, report generation facility, . . . )
They are widely used in CAD/CAM application fields:
mechanical engineering [13,
15,18,311, building design [2,9,27J, VLSI
[17,22J, process control [19J, machining
[28,29J, manufacturing [6J, computer graphics[3,25,35J,
A recent, very comprehensive state-of-the-art discussion of
the topic has been given b y C.M. Eastman
[lOJ.
We refer the reader to this document considered as a work basis for general presentation of technical databases.
A recent bibliographic stud y has
been c o mpleted at NRC to evaluate th e
g lobal effort put into CAD / CAM d at a b a s e s
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during the last twelve years [33 J.
The
main conclusions of this work are:
great emphasis has been placed on CAD
databases, and very little on CAM
databases
database concepts are sometimes misunderstood, especially in CAM
few packages are based on the stateof-the-art of database techniques
developed systems are generally
application-tailored packages
most systems are centralized databases
after a large usage of the CODASYL
model, there is currently a rush on
the relational model
need for new data types
need for new data models
need for more sophisticated data languages
need for tools to express, maintain,
and check data integrity and data
cons is tency
the current evolution is toward distributed systems,
and need for more efficient systems.
More efficient systems mean databases which provide the users with an interactive, friendly, cooperative, and
versatile environment.
Now the goal is
to create such a system, and this is the
reason why user interaction with CAD/CAM
databases has to be reconsidered and improved.
INTERACTION CONTEXT
A CAD/CAM system is overall a data
processing system.
Vari ous data are entered into the system, then they are processed to create new data using previousl y stored data to produce all data needed
to manufacture a product.
All this process is controlled and monitored by operators who need to communicate with the
system and who need data to take decisions.
1.

The users:
In the scope of a large system, conceived to support all the design and manufacturing activities or functions, we
can distinguish three classes of users:
a. The application programmers:
These
are people who build programs which will
process the data stored in the database.
The y are highly skilled programmers and
they must de al with the data structures
and the da ta schema.
For examp le, they
build application programs fo r f inite
element anal ysi s in mechanical or civil
engineering, simulation or routing pro -

grams for VLSI circuits, etc., depending
on their fields of expertise.
b.The designers and application engineers:
These users design objects and use the
application programs interactively.
Designers must be able to create, retrieve,
update, or delete information.
Through
the system they interact directly with
the content of the database, as do process planners or NC programmers to prepare the manufacturing of a part.
In
some cases, these users need to communicate with each other.
c. The end users:
These people can only
query the database for administrative or
production management purposes (for example, to get a timely report on labor
hours, materials on-hand, ... ), or they
can directly add or alter information in
the database (add new machine-tool description, change constant data such as
feed and speed ra tes, ... ).
These users must be provided with a
means to interact with the database s ys tem.
Depending on how the CAD/CAM package is structured, the user directly accesses the DBMS or accesses it via the
CAD/CAM system monitor.
2.

Types of interaction:
Two types can be distinguished:

a. Logical interaction: This refers to
means to alter the definitions, structures, and values of data.
It concerns
interaction with the content of the database.
Available tools to perform this
task are:
the data t yp es: they are used to
define the data
the data model: it is a model to structure the data and the relationships
among data
the data languages:
data definition language (DDL):
it is used to declare the data
t yp es and the data model to the
system
data manipulation language ( DML ) :
it makes possible the retrieval
of pieces of information from
the structure defined with the
DDL
query language (QL): it provides
the means to query the database
content interactively
tools t o express data integrity and
dat a co nsistenc y : they e nsur e that
values of data are plausible or coherent between them.
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b. Physical interaction: The interaction
with the database system can be realized
by physical interfaces such as keyboards,
graphics interfaces (color terminals, ... )
sensitive screens, interactive plotters,
voice input,

be capable of answering the queries, but
it should also give additional data
closely related to the questions and
perhaps suggest data of interest.
Use
of multi-media terminals (with color
facilities, sensitive screens, audio input or output) can provide a more cooperative environment.
Finally, naive
users, or non-computer-specialist users
must be provided with tools to help them
to discover and to browse through the
structure and the content of the database with no keyboard device, as much as
possible.

Obviously, interface requirements
vary with the user type.
This point
will be expanded upon later.
3.

Interactive, friendly, cooperative,
and versatile environment:
People want to create real information systems for engineering purposes.
This largely encompasses the notion of
CAD/CAM equipment we know now.
It means
the integration of CAD/CAM possibilities
with database and communication facilities.
The database is no longer simply
a data storage and retrieval system,
but it must be a powerful (perhaps intelligent) tool to manage data of the
object being designed and also data of
previous products, technical data (from
handbooks, catalogues, manufacturer
labs, ... ), es tima tion da ta (time and
cost), etc.
It must contain the
know-how of the company and be able to
communicate with other equipment.
It
must provide the users with an environment having the following properties:
Interactivity:
By nature, design is an
iterative and tentative process.
Thus,
interactivity is of prime importance.
This facility can be implemented through
a dialogue mode (questions and answers),
by means of menus, or by means of command languages.
For parts manufacturing,
process planners and NC programmers also
need to communicate interactively with
the computer.
Friendliness:
Many commodities must be
implemented to make system use pleasant.
In many software packages, when an error
occurs the operator gets an error message
(ea sily understandable or not) and the
system stops.
Also, the replies of the
computer are often abrupt.
These kin ds
of situations must be avoided.
Data a nd
messages must be clearly presented using
pictures, drawings, sound, and combinations of these media in addition to traditional alphanumeric text.
Cooperation:
The interpreta tion of the
information content of a database may
var y from one user to another.
More over, it is difficult to be sure that
the g iven question s, especially for complex queries, will lead to the informati o n desired .
Thus, the system should

Versatility:
In current database systems
only unambiguous questions can be
answered, and to express the query, the
user has to know precisely the conceptual
model of the data stored in the database.
However, in the CAD/CAM context, a very
common situation is the need for a user
to consult old versions of a product,
which may have been designed by another
person, and it becomes difficult to
clearly formulate the questions.
The
system must allow examination of the
schema of the data, and help the user to
pose the questions.
Eventually, in cases
of ambiguous questions, it can reformulate the query for each alternative and
ask the user which is the best.
In order to achieve this goal, which
may appear Utopian to some, we think it
necessary to reconsider all the points
mentioned in the paragraph on types of
interaction.
This is the aim of the
following section.
RECONSIDERING USER INTERACTION
WITH CAD/CAM DATABASES
Suppose we want to describe a square
part with a hole in it.
Part designation:
part name = shim
z
part code = S21

.

,- ....,
~

- --'

Comment: shim 21 is
to be used with
par t E232
Y

x

Fig.

1:

Part example

Const ra int : The axis of the hole is at
the middle and is perpendicular to the
upper face
Attached message: Add a wedge end to the
right end of the part
1. More data types are required:
Most DBMS pockages only support real,
inte g er, and character string data t y pes.
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Obvio usly, for our examp le, the datab ase
system must be able to simply and direc tly handl e other types of data to store
more inform ation.
a. Geom etric data: Since CAD has been
confu sed for a long time with compu teraided draft ing, geom etric model ling has
becom e an exten sive field of resea rch.
There are three metho ds for mode lling
solid objec ts [1] and each has its own
set of primi tive struc tures :
wire-f rame mode lling:
primi tives: point s, lines , arcs,
circl es, curve spline s
the bound ary repre senta tion:
primi tives: point s, lines , arcs (circular , conic , cubic ), circles, plane s, splin es,
polyh edra
A polyh edron is decom posed into vertices (poin ts), edges (line s), and
faces (plane s)
the const ructiv e or volum etric repre senta tion:
primi tives: cubes , block s, cylin ders,
wedge s, segme nts, fillet s,
tetrah edra
The first appro ach is used in referenc e 25 for two-d imens ional drawi ngs,
and the secon d metho d is used in refere nce
3 for solid objec ts.
Both packa ges are
intera ctive relati onal graph ics datab ases
for which the data types are descr ibed by
fixed forma t relati onal table s.
b. Symbo l data (or icon data) :
Most enginee ring fields use speci fic types of
data which are repre sente d by symbo ls.
For examp le, in elect ronic desig n, ANDgates and OR-ga tes are frequ ently used:

: =EJ-c
Fig.

2:

DE = B - F

Symbo l data examp les

These data types can be decla red by the
follow ing statem ents:
TYPE AND INPUT -PINS
A,B
OUTPU T-PIN' " C
TYPE OR
INPUT -PINS '" D,E OUTPU T-PIN = F
c. Text data:
To comp letely descr ibe
our examp le (figur e 1), we need to include text in the model to take into account the drawi ng comme nts and event ual
attach ed messa ges giving instru ction s.
We distin guish
non-f ormat ted text data: it refers to
text as it is usual ly writte n
forma tted text data: this is a text
with a prede fined forma t, for examp le,
proce ss plans or NC progra ms in CAM.

In both cases this inform ation can
be stored in a tabul ar form (or relati on)
having a name and two attrib utes: line
numbe r (this is an integ er), and line informa tion (this is a chara cter string limited in size to the maxim al numbe r of
chara cters per line) .
d. Vecto rs and matri ces: Durin g the analysis step of the design stage , many mathema tical calcu lation s have to be performe d, espec ially for finite eleme nt
analy sis, for instan ce.
Very often , this
requi res the proce ssing of vecto rs and
matri ces.

2.

New data model s are neede d:
a.
Class ical and hybrid data model s:
Curre ntly, most of the CAD/CAM datab ase
system s develo ped use the three class ical
data model s: hiera rchic al, netwo rk, or
relati onal appro aches 0].
Howev er, they
begin to be critic ized [5,20 ,34].
The
hiera rchic al model can handl e only oneto-one and one-to -many relati onshi ps
among data.
This is too restr ictiv e.
Com~on limit ation s of the hiera
rchic al
and netwo rk model s are:
their data schem a is essen tially static, while design neces sitate s dynamic schem a since it is a tenta tive and
itera tive proce ss
the user must know all acces s paths to
the data and has to deal with point ers,
so they do not provid e a clear distin ction betwe en the logic al and the physical levels of data
their imple menta tion comp lexity which
impli es a comp lexity of the data language s
The relati onal model repre sents a
major contr ibutio n in the field of data
mode lling, since it allow s a real separ ation of the logic al and physi cal levels
of data.
This ensur es a real indep endence of data from appli cation progra ms.
The curre nt empha sis on relati onal database design is large ly due to the simpl icity and the strong mathe matic al basis of
this appro ach, perm itting the imple menta tion of high- level data langu ages.
Anoth er advan tage of this conce pt is that
it suppo rts a dynam ic schem a becau se tables (or relati ons) can be split or ag grega ted or modif ied to give new table s,
or they can be delete d.
Howev er, this
model forces the user to think in terms
of relati ons, which may be quite unnatur al for some appli cation s .
Also, the
descr iption of multi ple views of compl ex
objec ts may induc e the creati on of many
tables and provo ke data redun danci es .
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A relational/network hybrid data model has been proposed [16] to take advantage of both approaches.
Large tables
are decomposed into smaller ones, and are
linked alon~ some semantic considerations
in a network fashion.
But, all of these
solutions suffer from common weaknesses:
the y do not help to capture the semantic meaning of data
they do not assist the user to express
(semantic) constraints on the data
they do not easily model many-to-many
relationships
b.
Semantic data models:
This is an
emerging class of models in database
theor y .
The purpose is to develop higher
level primitives able to handle more abstract data types and which directly represent many-to-many relationships.
Syntactic basic elements of semantic data
models are: the attributes, the entities,
and the associations.
Each of these has
a type.
This data type notion is the
same as in programming languages [15].
Three main types of associations have
been identified as bases in semantic data
models [23]:
the "has-sub type" association or "is a"
example: a cube is a block
the "has-attribute" association or
"part-of"
example: a point has coordinates
the "has-occurrence" association or
"has-member"
example: CENTRE is a point, if CENTRE
is the centre of a circle.
The quantity of basic elements of the
semantic model makes the design of databases more difficult.
In compensation
the user is provided with a tool allowing
him to create a more general model than
with classical models.
Some forms of
modelling integrity can be ensured.
More
investigations remain to be done on this
approach.
c.
Attributed grammars:
If we come back
t 0 o':;u:"':r:"'::''::'e-=x:''':a:'''m::''':::p-:l:''':e=--~('.::f:-'i:''g=u;';;r:''':e~l), i t i s P 0 s sib 1 e
to describe i t with a semantic model.
However, it is difficult to simply answer
the questions:
Is there a hole on part shim S2l?
Where is the hole on part shim S2l?
One way to handle this is the use of
attributed grammars as suggested by the
constructive representation.
Suppose P
is the part; P c an be decomposed into a
block B and a cylinder C, and P is the
difference (-) of Band C. (See fig. 3).

B

RC
3: Constructive representation

Fig.

I f A(X) is the lis t
element X, we have:

, L , W , H , +)
B
B
B

A(B)

(P

A (C)

(PC'

PB'

B

of attributes of

RC' A c , Hc , -)

and Pc are points of reference to lo-

cate the element, AC is an orientation
axis (its type is line), + indicates if
there is material, - indicates if there
is no t.
The grammar is defined by:
- a syntactic rule:
P~B-C

-

semantic rules
I-lB

Xc

~

x

B

2

LB
yc

YB +
HB

Zc

= 2"

2"

(the hole is in the
centre of B) :

re
P

(xC' yC'

B (x B '

yB'

zC)

zB)

H = HB
C

Now it is easy to know if there is a
hole in part P (we look for the sign - in
the list of attributes of elements of P)
and to find its location.
d.
Some aspects of the object to design
are sometimes difficult to model since
they are not well defined or their properties are not precise (for example, an
object has to be compact, which gives a
fuzzy relation between its dimensions).
Dubois [8] has carried out some investigations on the application of fuzzy sets
theor y to CAD.
3.

Com plete data lan guag es:

a.
The data definition language (DDL):
The DDL is us ed to describe the structure
of the logical database.
A complete DDL
is a language which can
support the de fi nition of complex data
types
provide basic primitives of description
allow expression of consistency constraints
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Definition of complex data types [4]: If
we look at the example of figure 1, to
describe the object we need point, block,
and cylinder types.
These can be easily
defined with a language such as Pascal
using record types:
~ point = record
pointname: integer;
xcoord, ycoord, zcoord: real end;
~

block z record
blockname: integer;
refpoint : integer;
blength,bwidth,bheight:

real end;

Underlined expressions are reserved words.
Other complex types can be described:
enumerated data types:
operations - (drilling, milling,
turning, boring,
tapp ing) ;
structured data types:
this ' permits declaration of vectors
and matrices
~ vector = array
[1 .. 3]
of real;
strengthmatrix = array [~.3,
1 .. 3] El. real;
~

Basic primitives:
Primitives of the DDL
are useful to define the structure of
the data in terms of the data schema.
The description of the schema is usuall y
stored in the data dictionary.
In the
case of a relational database, the basic
primitives are:
\)BNAME:
to give a name to the data
schema
DOMAIN:
to declare the domains on which
values of attributes are drawn
with their type
example: DOMAIN OPE: operations
RELATION:
to create a relation, indicating its attributes, their domains, and the key attribute(s)
example:
integer;
RELATION TRIANGLE (TRINO
integer;
PNT 1
integer;
PNT 2
integer)
PNT 3
END:

KEY (TRINO)
to terminate the description
session

Other primitives have to be provided to allow t h e description of different views of data.
Expression of c onsistency constraints:
Typing can be seen a s a means to
express integrity con straints on data,
i.e., ensurin g the data value i s plausible.
How e ver, one has to be sure that

data values are consistent among them.
So, the DDL must supply the user with
facilities to fix constraints on data.
These are assertions about the content of
the database and they must hold at all
times.
Examples of constraints:
integrity constraint: a distance is
never negative.
consistency constraint: the diameter of
the hole of shim 521 is smaller
than the width of the part.
These are usually expressed by logic expressions with predicates.
An example of
such a sophisticated DDL is given in reference 20 for logic circuits.
b. The data manipulation language (DML):
This language pe~mits the manipulation of
the database content or structure either
by application programs or by users
(designers, for instance).
It consists
of basic primitives.
In the case of a
relational model:
INSERT: to insert a tuple in a relation
DELETE: to destroy a relation or a tuple
in a relation
MODIFY: to change the value of attribute(s) in a relation
GET TUPLE(iTH,NEXT,or BY KEY): to read
information in a relation
GET RELATION: to read all the content of
the relation
To complete the DML facilities, some
systems include graphics manipulation
primitives such as translation, rotation,
scaling, union, difference, intersection,
and correlation.
However, one can advocate that these are more CAD language
commands than database commands, since
they are performed by means of dedicated
algorithms.
This would als o be true if
the DML included manipulation commands
for text data (expand, compress, etc.).
c. The query languages (QL):
They have
been extensively studied in database
theory, and quite complicated questions
can be answered by the system.
Very
often they are embedded with the DML (see
Query-By -E xample).
However, they are
generally neglected in CAD packages since
their use is not common in design and manufacturing. But, with the evolution of
CAD/CAM databases towards engineering information systems, they will (and they
begin to) be very useful for process planners, NC programmers, or people working
in Production Management activities.
Currently the evolution is toward
special-purpose languages designed for
specialists of a given field (pip ing,
VLSI desi g n, etc.) and natural languages.
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These languages are for non-computer
specialists.
The common problems which arise
with data languages are
should the DDL, the DML, and the QL be
integrated?
what kind of implementation should be
chosen menu commands?
interpreted languages?
compiled languages?
It has been advocated that the DHL
and the DDL must be embedded for use by
designers since CAD is a trial-and-error
process.
However, this can lead to
strong data inconsistencies and create
conflicts with application programs which
access these data if their structure is
modified frequently.
Obviously, this requ irement varies with kinds of users:
only designers need to access the DDL
(maybe a database administrator, too),
application programmers need only to know
commands of the DML, engineers have to use
the DML and th~ QL, and end-users essentially consult the database content with
the QL.
Concerning the second question,
having compiled DDL and DML makes it possible to use the notion of data types as
it is defined in Pascal, for example, and
to construct complex types.
Also, compiling is an error detection facility and
gives fast response time at execution.
On the other hand, in a compiled database
it is difficult to modify the data schema,
which becomes essentially static, but
overall the interactive environment
created by use of interpreted commands or
menus is lost.
Nevertheless, it may be
desirable to have a compiled database
s ch ema for application program coherence
and standardization.
So, the DDL can be
compiled, and commands of the DML and QL
can be interpreted and executed by subroutines to provide interactivity.
4.

New tools for integrity, consistency,
and concurrency c ontrol:
The previous paragraphs focus sed on
the problem of defining the schema (o r
structure) of the data.
But once the
data have been organized, they are enter ed or maintained in the database only
if they are accurate and compatible in
the applic ation co nte x t.
This is a difficult task called integrity and consistency maintenance and checking, which is
especially hard to manage i n engineering
databases becau se concurrent and/or unfi nished object representations are
allowed to co-exist.
Very often in

current CAD/CAM DBMSs this feature is not
discussed and implemented.
The problem
has been tackled with great emphasis only
recently [10,11,12,21,24].
Due to the
length limitation of this paper, lee us
only express that:
data inconsistency can be avoided if
data redundancy is not allowed.
However, most engineering databases
support several designers working on
the same project at different sites
and data duplication is sometimes unavoidable.
the semantic integrity concerns the
meaning of data with respect to the
real world situation described.
From
the spec if i -ca t ion and desc rip t ion 0 f
a new product to its manufacturing
and assembly statements, many data
constraints have to be expressed,
checked, and maintained.
These are
stated by means of semantic integrity
constraints, and maintained by integrity transactions, i.e., a structure
to manage the semantic integrity of
the database without necessarily
guaranteeing it all the time [11].
global and local integrities can be
distinguished.
Global integrity concerns the whole database and may only
be reached at the end of the design
process.
Local integrity concerns
constraints on data values and can be
checked when the data are entered or
updated (e.g., the value must belong
to a domain specified in the DDL) .
In
reference 21 is specified the need of
delayed integrity checking in order to
avoid an explosion of data updates
sometimes due to one data change.
Integrity is checked after all data
changes have occurred for a given task.
Another important topic is concurrency control.
Since engineering databases operate in a multi-user environment,
some conflicts may occur when data are
accessed or updated.
Generally, transaction locking mechanisms are used on
READ or WRITE to solve these problems
[12,26].
Some tools to manage integrity controls already exist.
Nevertheless, much
remains to be done, especially concerning
global integrity maintenance, and the design of languages to express the integrity constraints .
S.

New interfaces have to be designed:
They must:
make data exchange easy
give a clear presentation of data
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provide the means to get data
Graphics devices:
These last years,
graphics devices have been
greatly imp'roved in terms of color facility and
resolution.
They are widely used by designers who now need sensitive screens,
audio-signals, and voice inputs to speed
up data communication.
They also use
the zooming, shading, etc., possibilities and the light-pen facility.
Moreover, designers, engineers, and end-users
want to be able to display interactively
the schema of the database content, and
even to be able to query it without language and keyboard, but just with a menu
and sensitive screen.
This is necessary
for non-computer specialists, for designers who do not want to waste time
learning complex languages, or for naive
users, i.e., people who do not know or
do not remember the data schema (previous designs, ... ).
Browsing facility:
This refers to the
possibility of consulting the database
content in the same manner as we do when
we search in a book.
The data handled
are here essentially numerical or textual.
To realize this a powerful query/
edit interface has to be conceived, including the possibility to locate a
data-item with a light-pen and eventually
to zoom the data.
Spatial data management:
The organized
representation of data on a screen, sometimes without languages and keyboard, is
another interesting interface facility.
It is convenient for users with no knowledge of DBMSs, no knowledge of the database content (so, it is not worthwhile
to remember it), and it makes the browsing possible [44,30].
CONCLUSION
For several years the attention of
researchers in the database field has
been on data representation and structures.
Currently their efforts are
bearing on data meaning and behaviour.
This is also true in the CAD/CAM field.
Since in engineering, database systems
will have to be used by a wide range of
users it is important to consider the
facilities for user interaction and to
build them in the perspective of the
future engineering information systems.
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